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Warm Up Activity
1. Read the facts about our government.


2. With a colleague, categorize the items into 
2 groups. 


3. Label each group.


4. Create a big idea or generalization about 
our government

1. Citizens of our country choose the 
people who run our government.

2. The president is the leader of our 
country.

3. Judges decide what the laws mean.

4. We vote for our president every four 
years. 

5. All of our country’s lawmakers 
together are called Congress.

6. Lawmakers (Congress) make laws 
for the people of our country.

7. Judges have trials to decide 
if someone broke the law.

8. The Constitution provides 
the framework for the 
government.  

9. Citizens vote for lawmakers.

10 Lawmakers vote for the 
laws.

11. A jury works with a judge 
to decide what is fair. 

How did you feel during 
this experience?



What’s your preference?

Parts Whole

PartsWhole

Patterns of Reasoning
Deductive Inductive

General understanding

Specific understandings

Specific understandings

General understanding

Deductive Reasoning

Big$idea:$$Change'has'a'ripple'effect.
I. French'and'Indian'War

II. Increased'enforcement'of'taxes'and'new'taxes
III. Quartering'Act
IV. Stamp'Tax

V. Townshend'Acts'(lead,'paint,'paper)
VI. Boston'Massacre

VII. Tea'Party
VIII. First'Continental'Congress'Meets

Inductive Reasoning

I. French)and)Indian)War
II. Increased)enforcement)of)taxes)and)new)taxes

III. Quartering)Act
IV. Stamp)Tax

V. Townshend)Acts)(lead,)paint,)paper)
VI. Boston)Massacre

VII. Tea)Party
VIII. First)Continental)Congress)Meets

Big)idea:)Change)has)a)ripple)effect.)



The Purpose
✤ Develops thinking abilities


✤ Prompts creative processing of information 


✤ When used regularly, it increases students’ 
abilities to form concepts (and big ideas) 
efficiently and also allows practice of viewing 
information from multiple viewpoints 

Joyce, Weil and Calhoun, 2009

The Steps

Develops thinking abilities 

Prompts creative processing of 
information 

1.  Enumerate/

List Info


Identify data 
relevant to 

topic.

List facts.

2. Group Info


Note 
similarities and 

differences 
among facts.

3. Label Groups


Select the label 
that best 

describes all 
the facts within 

a group.

4.  Form and 
Identify 

Generalization


Convert the 
categories into a 
big idea about 

the topic

FACTS CONCEPTS CONCEPTS BIG IDEA

Concepts

Word/Phrase

Common characteristics 
among a group of facts

Ex:  Justice

Society

Big Ideas

Statement/Generalization

Relationships between 
among concepts

Ex:  The first duty of 
society is justice.

Inductive Reasoning
Concept Formation

Example 1



Figurative Language
Similes and metaphors are very similar 

types of figurative language.

Idioms are not supposed to be taken literally. 

Figurative language is used in all types of

 songs, poems and literature.

Figurative language is used to make 

something very descriptive. 
We use figurative language when we write. 

Onomatopoeia is used when words 

imitate sounds. 

There are 
different types 
of figurative 

language 

that we use for 

specific 
purposes when 

we write. 

Types of FL Uses of FL

Inductive Reasoning
Concept Formation

Example 2

What do you know about  
westward movement? 

- People moved in covered wagons. 

- People moved to start new lives. 

- The journey was often difficult. 

- People often moved as a “last resort.” 

- People moved from cities. 

-They moved in search of something. 

- Different resources were used 

along the way. 

- People moved west. 

Group and Label

! People&moved&in&covered&wagons.

! People&moved&to&start&new&lives.

! Journey&was&often&difficult.

! People&often&moved&as&a&last&resort.

! People&moved&from&cities.

! They&moved&in&search&of&something.

! Different&resources&were&used&along&the&way.

! People&moved&west.

Label the Groups: 

Motivation
Transportation 



Create the Big Idea

Even though transportation was
 difficult, there were still many 

motivations to move. 

Inductive Reasoning
Concept Formation

Example 3

List the Facts
Step 1

Government

Group the InformationStep 2



Label the GroupsStep 3

Label Label

What label would best describe all of the 

details in each group? 

Create a Big IdeaStep 4

Follow the formula: 

+ + =

Big IdeaLabel Label Topic

Government

Think about our Thinking

Which thinking skills are employed 
while engaging in this model? 

The Steps

Develops thinking abilities 

Prompts creative processing of 
information 

1.  Enumerate/

List Info


Identify data 
relevant to 

topic.

List facts.

2. Group Info


Note 
similarities and 

differences 
among facts.

3. Label Groups


Select the label 
that best 

describes all 
the facts within 

a group.

4.  Form and 
Identify 

Generalization


Convert the 
categories into a 
big idea about 

the topic

FACTS CONCEPTS CONCEPTS BIG IDEA



Differentiation
1.  Enumerate/

List Info


Identify data 
relevant to 

topic.

List facts.

2. Group Info


Note 
similarities and 

differences 
among facts.

3. Label Groups


Select the label 
that best 

describes all the 
facts within a 

group.

4.  Form and 
Identify 

Generalization


Convert the 
categories into a 
big idea about 

the topic

Whole Class Whole Class Whole Class Whole Class

Whole Class Small Group Small Group Small Group

Small Group IndependentSmall GroupSmall Group

Independent

Resources and Products

1.  Enumerate/
List Info


Identify data 
relevant to 

topic.

List facts.

2. Group Info


Note 
similarities and 

differences 
among facts.

3. Label Groups


Select the label 
that best 

describes all the 
facts within a 

group.

4.  Form and 
Identify 

Generalization


Convert the 
categories into a 
big idea about 

the topic

Prior Knowledge Big Idea

Article/Text/Video Prove in writing

Prove with new

 topic/resource

Socratic Seminar
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Plan it!
1. Select a specific unit that you will teach. 
2. Brainstorm 10-12 facts about the topic (that you 

hope students will learn)
3. Group those facts.
4. Label the groups.
5. Create a big idea (generalization) about your 

topic. 

Reflect
What do you like about 
this instructional approach?


What do you find 
challenging?


How does this model align 
with the needs of high 
ability learners? 


